SUMMARY Circulating immune complexes (CIC) were measured in 4 normal controls and 8 patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) by a polyethylene glycol precipitation (PEG) method during a 24-hour period. In all the normal controls levels fell during sleep and after drinking 1 pint (568 ml) of milk and rose before getting out of bed and after moderate exercise. There were also marked differences in the patterns of rise and fall of the CIC levels between the normal controls and patients with SLE. Insufficient account has been taken of these physiological influences in CIC levels in previous studies attempting to relate disease activity to quantitative levels. 
Levels of circulating immune complexes (CIC) are frequently used as markers of clinical activity in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), although early hopes that they might prove to be useful indicators1 of inflammatory disease have not been uniformly confirmed. 2 There is evidence that CIC levels may be altered by the ingestion of food proteins,3 and it has been noted that bed rest alone seems to reduce the levels of CIC. This investigation is an attempt to explore the possibility that physiological or circadian variations might explain disparities between the levels of CIC and disease activity. The Each of the eight patients satisfied four or more of the American Rheumatism Association criteria5 for the classification of SLE. They were each considered to have active disease at the time they were studied.
The CIC levels were measured by a modification6 of the polvethylene glycol precipitation technique.7
The IgG content of the redissolved precipitates was assayed by laser nephelometer (Hyland Laboratories, Thetford, Norfolk). Interassay variation is no greater than 3 %. The upper limit of normal, established in 30 healthy volunteers, is 100 ,ug ml-' IgG.
Results
The levels of CIC in the 4 volunteers are shown in Fig. 1 . Those of the 5 patients with SLE who completed most or all of the procedures are shown in Fig. 2 . The CIC levels in the three patients who performed the exercise test only are shown in Table 1 .
As might be expected, the CIC levels were invariably higher in the patients with SLE than the normal controls. Only on one occasion did a healthy volunteer have a level exceeding our upper limit of normal. There was, however, considerable variation in the CIC levels in both the normal controls and in The patterns of rise and fall in CIC levels showed some distinctive differences between the 2 groups.
However, every subject tested showed a fall in dC levels between 2200 and 0200 h, the average fall for the normal subjects being 22 3 ,ugml-l IgG and for the lupus group 29 02 ,ugml-' IgG. The major trends in the normal controls are compared with those of the SLE patients in Table 2 .
Discussion
While it is well known that CIC are present in SLE they have also been found in other autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, parasitic infestations, and also in normal subjects.8 It has been suggested that the pathogenicity of CIC may be determined by their size9 or the class, subclass, and affinity of the constituent antibody. 
